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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2018206278A1] The invention relates to a labelling device (10) for a container treatment device, said labelling device (10) containing a
label supply (16) for supplying individual labels, a rotating vacuum drum (12) with receiving sites (14) for the labels (24) arranged on the periphery,
and a vacuum device (28,36-50; 28, 36, 60-64), said vacuum drum (12) comprising a receiving area (22) for receiving the labels (24) from the label
supply (16) and a dispensing area (26) designed to be arranged in the movement path of a transport device (32) of the container treatment device,
in order to transfer the label, in the dispensing area (26), to the periphery of a container (34) in the transport device (32), the receiving sites (14) of
the vacuum drum (12) being connected to the vacuum device, the vacuum device (28,36-50; 28, 36, 60-64) being designed to produce a vacuum
on the receiving sites (14) over a first section (A) of the vacuum drum (12), which extends, in the rotational direction of the vacuum drum (12), from
the receiving area (22) to the dispensing area (26) of the vacuum drum (12). The invention is characterised in that the vaccum device (28,36-50; 28,
36, 60-64) is designed to produce a vacuum on the receiving sites (14) over a second section (B) of the vacuum drum (12), which extends, in the
rotational direction of the vacuum drum (12), from the dispensing area (26) to the receiving area (22), the label supply (16) of the labelling device
(10) being controllable according to the signal of a container identification device of the container treatment device for defective containers (34).
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